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About the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards

The National Board for Professional Teaching Standards (National Board) is a not-for-profit professional organization, created and governed by practicing teachers and their advocates. The founding mission of the National Board is to advance the quality of teaching and learning by

- maintaining high and rigorous standards for what accomplished teachers should know and be able to do;
- providing a national voluntary system certifying teachers who meet these standards; and
- advocating related education reforms to integrate National Board Certification into American education and to capitalize on the expertise of National Board Certified Teachers.

Recognized as the “gold standard” in teacher certification, the National Board believes higher standards for teachers means better learning for students.

Founded in 1987, the National Board began by engaging teachers in the development of standards for accomplished teaching and in the building of an assessment—National Board Certification—that validly and reliably identifies when a teacher meets those standards. Today, there are 25 certificate areas that span 16 content areas and four student developmental levels. The essence of the National Board’s vision of accomplished teaching is captured in the enduring document *What Teachers Should Know and Be Able to Do*, at the heart of which are the Five Core Propositions:

1. Teachers are committed to students and their learning.
2. Teachers know the subjects they teach and how to teach those subjects to students.
3. Teachers are responsible for managing and monitoring student learning.
4. Teachers think systematically about their practice and learn from experience.
5. Teachers are members of learning communities.

The National Board believes that board certification should become the norm, not the exception, and should be fully integrated into the fabric of the teaching profession. In other professions, such as medicine, engineering, and architecture, board certification has helped to create a culture of accomplished practice and is a major reason why those professions are held in such high regard by the public. Those professions did what teaching must now do: strengthen the coherent pipeline of preparation that begins in preservice and continues through board certification and beyond, with each step engineered to help teachers develop toward accomplished. More than 110,000 teachers had achieved board certification by 2014, a number which represents the largest group of identified teaching experts in the country. Given the size of the teaching workforce, however, this sizable number represents fewer than 3 percent of teachers.
For most children that means they go through their entire schooling without being taught by a board-certified teacher. Each teacher who pursues board certification helps to close this gap, strengthening the profession and the quality of teaching and learning. In a world where board certification is the standard that all teachers aspire to and most achieve, students experience accomplished teaching throughout their schooling, unleashing their potential.
About the Standards

Every child deserves an accomplished teacher—one who is qualified to equip students with the skills to succeed in a global community. The core mission of the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards is to create field-specific standards for accomplished teaching that are grounded in the Five Core Propositions and that articulate the actions that accomplished teachers employ to advance student learning. Each standards document represents a professional consensus on the attributes of practice that distinguish accomplished teaching in that field. Many school systems use the standards as the basis for ongoing professional development, and many colleges and universities incorporate the standards into their undergraduate and graduate teacher education programs.

Standards are developed and revised by a committee of 12–15 members who are representative of accomplished professionals in their field. A majority of standards committee members are practicing Board certified teachers. Other committee members are experts in academic content and child development, including teacher educators, researchers, and other professionals in the relevant field. Standards are disseminated widely for public comment and subsequently revised as necessary before adoption by the National Board’s Board of Directors.

Throughout the development of both the standards and the certification process, the National Board ensures broad representation of the diversity that exists within the profession; engages pertinent disciplinary and specialty associations at key points in the process; collaborates closely with appropriate state agencies, academic institutions, and independent research and education organizations; and establishes procedures to detect and eliminate instances of external and internal bias.

National Board Standards and certifications are defined by the developmental level of the students and by the subject or subjects being taught. Teachers select the subject area that makes up the substantive focus of their teaching. They may choose Generalist certificates if they do not focus on one particular subject area in their practice. The four overlapping student developmental levels (listed below) indicate the age of the majority of their students.

- Early Childhood (EC)—ages 3–8
- Middle Childhood (MC)—ages 7–12
- Early Adolescence (EA)—ages 11–15
- Adolescence and Young Adulthood (AYA)—ages 14–18+
About Certification

National Board Certification® is a voluntary, standards-based process designed for teachers to transform the Five Core Propositions into practice. In order to be eligible for certification a teacher must

- Hold a baccalaureate degree from an accredited institution;
- Have a minimum of three years’ teaching experience at the early childhood, elementary, middle school, or high school level; and
- Where it is required, hold a state teaching license.

The assessments, aligned with the Five Core Propositions and the standards, are designed so that teachers demonstrate their practice by providing evidence of what they know and do. The evidence-based assessment honors the complexities and demands of teaching.

In 2014, the National Board initiated revision of the assessment to make the process more flexible, affordable, and efficient for teachers. In all certificate areas, candidates for National Board Certification are now required to complete four components: three portfolio entries, which are submitted online, and a computer-based assessment, which is administered at a testing center. Teachers develop portfolio entries that require analysis of their practice as it relates to student learning and to being a reflective, effective practitioner. Designed to capture what a teacher knows and is able to do in real time and in real-life settings, the portfolio consists of description, analysis, and reflection focused on student learning that is captured on video and in student work samples. The process requires teachers to reflect on the underlying assumptions of their practice and the impacts of that practice on student learning.

Teachers also demonstrate content knowledge by responding to open-ended and multiple choice questions delivered at a secure testing site. The assessment center component complements the portfolio, validates that the knowledge and skills exhibited in the portfolio are accurate reflections of what a candidate knows, and provides candidates with opportunities to demonstrate knowledge and skills not sampled in the portfolio.

Assessments are based on the standards and are developed for every certificate area by educators who specialize in the same content and student developmental level as the candidates. Educators who are themselves practitioners in the certificate area score the submitted portfolio entries. They must successfully complete intensive training and qualify for scoring on the basis of their understanding of National Board Standards and scoring guidelines.

1 Candidates registering for the Career and Technical Education certificate are required to hold a bachelor’s degree only if their state required one for their current license.
The National Board framework for accomplished teaching was established in its 1989 publication, *What Teachers Should Know and Be Able to Do*. The Five Core Propositions serve as the foundation for all National Board standards and assessments, defining the level of knowledge, skills, abilities, and commitments that accomplished teachers demonstrate. Teachers embody all Five Core Propositions in their practices, drawing on various combinations of these skills, applications, and dispositions to promote student learning.

1. Teachers are committed to students and their learning.

Accomplished teachers base their practice on the fundamental belief that all students can learn and meet high expectations. They treat students equitably, recognizing the individual differences that distinguish one student from another and taking account of these differences in their practice. They adjust their practice based on observation and understanding of their students’ interests, abilities, skills, knowledge, language, family circumstances, and peer relationships. They view students’ varied backgrounds as diversity that enriches the learning environment for every student.

Accomplished teachers understand how students develop and learn. They consult and incorporate a variety of learning and development theories into their practice, while remaining attuned to their students’ individual contexts, cultures, abilities, and circumstances. They are committed to students’ cognitive development as well as to students’ ownership of their learning. Equally important, they foster students’ self-esteem, motivation, character, perseverance, civic responsibility, intellectual risk taking, and respect for others.

2. Teachers know the subjects they teach and how to teach those subjects to students.

Accomplished teachers have a rich understanding of the subject(s) they teach and appreciate how knowledge in their subject is created, organized, linked to other disciplines, and applied to real-world settings. While maintaining the integrity of disciplinary methods, content, and structures of organization, accomplished teachers develop the critical and analytical capacities of their students so they can think for themselves.

Accomplished teachers command specialized knowledge of how to convey and reveal subject matter to students. They are aware of the preconceptions and background knowledge that students typically bring to each subject and draw upon pedagogical and subject matter understandings to anticipate challenges,
modify their practice, and respond to students’ needs. They also demonstrate a commitment towards learning about new strategies, instructional resources, and technology that can be of assistance. Their instructional repertoire and professional judgment allow them to generate multiple paths to knowledge in the subjects they teach, and they are adept at teaching students how to pose and solve their own problems so they can continue exploring and advancing their understanding.

3. Teachers are responsible for managing and monitoring student learning.

Accomplished teachers view themselves as facilitators of student learning within dynamic instructional settings. They create, enrich, maintain, and alter learning environments while establishing effective ways to monitor and manage those environments and the student learning that occurs within them. They possess a comprehensive knowledge of instructional methods, know when each is appropriate, and can implement them as needed. They use instructional time constructively and efficiently, customizing physical layout, resources, and instructional methods. They enlist the knowledge and support of a wide range of stakeholders to provide their students with enriched opportunities to learn. They understand the strengths and weaknesses of pedagogical approaches they may take, as well as the suitability of these approaches for particular students.

Accomplished teachers know how to engage students in varied settings and group configurations. They create positive and safe learning environments that guide student behavior and support learning, allowing the schools’ goals for students to be met. They are adept at setting norms for social interaction among students and between students and teachers. They understand how to motivate students and value student engagement, supporting them as they face and learn from challenges.

Accomplished teachers assess the progress of individual students as well as that of the class as a whole. They apply their knowledge of assessment to employ multiple methods for measuring student growth and understanding. They use the information they gather from monitoring student learning to inform their practice, and they provide constructive feedback to students and families. They collaborate with students throughout the learning process and help students engage in self-assessment.

4. Teachers think systematically about their practice and learn from experience.

Accomplished teachers possess a professional obligation to become perpetual students of their craft. Committed to reflective learning, they are models of educated persons. They exemplify the virtues they seek to inspire in students—curiosity, honesty, fairness, respect for diversity and appreciation of cultural differences—and the capacities that are prerequisites for intellectual growth: the ability to reason and take multiple perspectives, to be creative and take risks, and to adopt an experimental and problem-solving orientation.

Accomplished teachers draw on their knowledge of human development, subject matter, and instruction, and their understanding of their students to make principled judgments about sound practice. Their decisions are not only grounded in established theories, but also in reason born of experience. They engage in lifelong learning, which they seek to encourage in their students.

Accomplished teachers seek opportunities to cultivate their learning. Striving to strengthen their teaching and positively impact student learning, teachers use feedback and research to critically examine
their practice, seek to expand their repertoire, deepen their knowledge, sharpen their judgment and adapt their teaching to new findings, ideas and theories.

5. Teachers are members of learning communities.

Accomplished teachers participate actively in their learning communities to promote progress and achievement. They contribute to the effectiveness of the school by working collaboratively with other professionals on policy decisions, curriculum development, professional learning, school instructional programs, and other functions that are fundamental to the development of highly productive learning communities. They work collaboratively and creatively with families and the community, engaging them productively in the work of the school and cultivating students’ connections with the opportunities, resources, and diversity they afford.

Accomplished teachers can evaluate school progress and the allocation of school resources in light of their understanding of state and local educational objectives and their knowledge of student needs. They are knowledgeable about and can advocate for specialized school and community resources that can be engaged for their students’ benefit, and are skilled at employing such resources as needed.
The Architecture of Accomplished Teaching provides a view of how the use of the Five Core Propositions and the standards that are developed from them result in student learning. As depicted in the Architecture of Accomplished Teaching illustration, shown below, one strand represents teaching practice as grounded in the Five Core Propositions, while the other strand represents the teacher’s impact on students and their learning.

The National Board program certifies accomplished teachers who positively influence student learning through effective teaching practice. The process includes the core propositions for all teachers, a common set of accomplished teaching standards specific to the content field and students’ developmental levels, and a set of evidence-based assessments specific to the field that certify what accomplished teachers know and do.
Introduction

Knowledge about health is essential both to improving the quality of life and to achieving life goals. Accomplished teachers of health education know that effective school health education programs focusing on physical, mental, emotional, social, and spiritual health assist all students in realizing their full potential as learners. Health education programs contribute positively to the well-being of society by promoting the knowledge and skills essential to productive, healthy lifestyles.

More than ever before in the United States, schools are expected to ameliorate wide-ranging problems formerly addressed by families and community agencies. Health educators and the public health community recognize the growing concern that a myriad of health-related problems are undermining the social fabric of the United States, threatening the welfare of its people, and menacing the nation’s ability to compete economically in the global community of the twenty-first century. The report of the Institute of Medicine’s Committee on Comprehensive School Health Programs in Grades K–12 has noted that a significant segment of the nation’s youth is at risk for dropping out of school as a consequence of a broad range of health and behavioral problems involving the abuse of tobacco, alcohol, and other drugs; low levels of physical fitness; poor nutrition; risky sexual activity; injuries; violence; depression; and stress. The American Medical Association has noted that advances in improving the nation’s health will most likely result from individually initiated actions directly influenced by health-related attitudes, beliefs, and knowledge and applied within families and communities. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services report, Healthy People 2010: Understanding and Improving Health, set two primary goals for the first decade of the new century. They are, first, to help all individuals increase life expectancy and improve their quality of life, and, second, to eliminate health disparities among different segments of the population.

Coordinated school health programs represent a significant response to such concerns. Under the leadership of accomplished health educators like those identified in this document, coordinated school health programs establish networks of services in and out of schools that advance students’ health in numerous ways and play a strategic role in providing varied health and social services for children and families. Coordinated school health programs advocate for planned, sequential health education curricula; endorse healthy behaviors for school staff members and encourage their commitment to promoting students’ health; help to focus school and community health services on prevention, early intervention, and management of acute and chronic health conditions; provide psychological counseling and social services both within schools and with private and public agencies in communities; advocate for healthy food choices and encourage nutrition instruction; support physical education and physical fitness in

---

emphasizing the importance of lifelong physical activity; work to establish healthy school environments; and marshal support from families and communities to enhance the health and well-being of students. Effective coordinated school health programs confirm the relevance of health knowledge and skills to academic achievement and to long-term beneficial outcomes.

Accomplished teachers of health education recognize and accept their responsibility to play a crucial role in fostering lifetime healthy behaviors. They understand that health education is a means by which they empower young people to make appropriate choices in order to achieve and maintain healthy lifestyles and to function successfully in the world. The success of accomplished health educators is measured by their students’ having the skills, knowledge, and motivation to practice health-enhancing behaviors throughout their lives and to advocate for healthy decision making by others. Health education is therefore student centered and addresses the whole person. With the goal of fostering autonomous health literacy, health education teachers facilitate students’ becoming independent, lifelong learners and responsible citizens.

Accomplished health education teachers are passionate and serious about their field. They genuinely care for their students and expect all their students to achieve. To promote growth and learning, the instructional decisions of health educators arise not only from the context of curriculum and broad program objectives, but also from their analysis of students’ individual requirements and characteristics. They tailor instruction, as appropriate, to the strengths and limitations of their students, paying particular attention to students with exceptional needs.

Many teachers of health education, however, work in environments that pose great challenges to achieving their professional goals. Such issues as class size and class load, limited time for contact with students, less-than-optimal facilities and materials, curricular demands, and scheduling exigencies that require moving from room to room can present obstacles to student success. Health education programs are highly influenced by beliefs, values, customs, and cultures. Requirements, student standards, and expectations vary from state to state, and even within states. Some localities, responding to public concerns about high-stakes testing and demands for increased focus on traditional academic subjects, undervalue school health education. In some jurisdictions, health education has yet to attain curricular parity with other academic disciplines. Yet accomplished teaching occurs even in the context of such daunting challenges. Health educators work to bring about positive changes, improve their teaching practice, advocate for their field, and strengthen the quality of health education, even under the most challenging conditions.

Health education is a wide-ranging, complex field that influences and involves learning in a number of academic areas. Health education classes provide opportunities to apply concepts from other subjects, such as social studies, psychology, mathematics, biology, chemistry, and language arts. The very breadth of the field confirms the special integrative function of health education, which occurs not only at the individual level but also on a larger curricular level. Health education teachers know that their instructional objectives and approaches are part of a continuum of essential skills, knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors that students need to function as healthy, productive individuals. Accomplished teachers are committed to health education that spans the entire range of developmental stages within long, well-articulated, continuous sequences of instruction, beginning in early elementary school and continuing through high school and beyond.

The National Board for Professional Teaching Standards recognizes that over the past decade, through an extensive process of debate, discussion, and self-analysis, the health education community
has identified student standards for health education and has defined accomplished teaching in the field. Numerous professional organizations have articulated a rich and compelling vision of health education. The NBPTS Health Education Standards Committee has incorporated many of these conceptions of health instruction into the standards defined for National Board Certification.

*National Health Education Standards*, developed by the Joint Committee on National Health Education Standards, defines health literacy in a way that is useful for this document as well: health literacy denotes the capacity of individuals to obtain, interpret, and understand basic health information and services and includes the competence to use such information and services in ways that enhance health. The health-literate person is a critical thinker and problem solver; a responsible, productive citizen; a self-directed learner; and an effective communicator.¹

**Developing High and Rigorous Standards for Accomplished Practice**

In 2000, a committee of health education teachers and other educators with expertise in this field began the process of developing advanced professional standards for teachers of students ages 11 to 18+. The Health Education Standards Committee was charged with translating the Five Core Propositions of the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards into a standards document that defines outstanding teaching in this field.

This NBPTS Standards document describes in observable form what accomplished teachers should know and be able to do. The standards are meant to reflect the professional consensus at this point about the essential aspects of accomplished practice. As the understanding of teaching and learning continues to evolve over the next several years, *Health Education Standards* will be updated appropriately.

An essential tension of describing accomplished practice concerns the difference between the analysis and the practice of teaching. The former tends to fragment the profession into any number of discrete duties, such as designing learning activities, providing quality explanation, modeling, managing the classroom, and monitoring student progress. Teaching as it actually occurs, on the other hand, is a seamless activity.

Everything an accomplished teacher knows through study, research, and experience is brought to bear daily in the classroom through innumerable decisions that shape learning. Teaching frequently requires balancing the demands of several important educational goals. It depends on accurate observations of particular students and settings. And it is subject to revision on the basis of continuing developments in the classroom. The professional judgments that accomplished teachers make also reflect a certain improvisational artistry.

The paradox, then, is that any attempt to write standards that dissect what accomplished teachers know and are able to do will, to a certain extent, misrepresent the holistic nature of how teaching actually takes place. Nevertheless, the fact remains: Certain identifiable commonalities characterize the accomplished practice of teachers. The 11 standards that follow are designed to capture the craft, artistry, proficiency, and understandings—both deep and broad—that contribute to the complex work that is accomplished teaching.

The Standards Format

Accomplished teaching appears in many different forms, and it should be acknowledged at the outset that these specific standards are not the only way it could have been described. No linearity, atomization, or hierarchy is implied in this vision of accomplished teaching, nor is each standard of equal weight. Rather, the standards are presented as aspects of teaching that are analytically separable for the purposes of this standards document but that are not discrete when they appear in practice.

The report follows a two-part format for each of the 11 standards:

I. Standard Statement—This is a succinct statement of one vital aspect of the practice of the accomplished health education teacher. Each standard is expressed in terms of observable teacher actions that have an impact on students.

II. Elaboration—This passage provides a context for the standard, along with an explanation of what teachers need to know, value, and do if they are to fulfill the standard. The elaboration includes descriptions of teacher dispositions toward students, their distinctive roles and responsibilities, and their stances on a range of ethical and intellectual issues that regularly confront them.

Finally, a word about order of presentation. The 11 standards that follow have been organized around the critical nexus of education—student learning. They are divided into three categories: (1) teacher actions that create the conditions for productive student learning; (2) teacher actions that directly advance student learning in the classroom; and (3) teacher actions that indirectly support student learning through professional development and outreach initiatives.
Health Education Standards Statements

The National Board for Professional Teaching Standards has developed the following 11 standards of accomplished practice for health education teachers. The standards have been ordered as they have to facilitate understanding, not to assign priorities. They each describe an important facet of accomplished teaching; they often occur concurrently because of the seamless quality of teaching. The standards serve as the basis for National Board Certification in this field.

Preparing for Student Learning

Standard I: Knowledge of Students

Accomplished health education teachers obtain a clear understanding of individual students, their family structures, and their backgrounds.

Standard II: Knowledge of Subject Matter

Accomplished health education teachers have a deep understanding of the components of health and health content and their interrelationships.

Standard III: Promoting Skills-Based Learning

Accomplished health education teachers, through their passion and effective communication, maintain and improve health-enhancing student behavior by delivering health content through skills-based learning.

Standard IV: Curricular Choices

Accomplished health education teachers select, plan, adapt, and evaluate curriculum to ensure comprehensive health education.

Advancing Student Learning

Standard V: Instructional Approaches

Accomplished health education teachers use an array of engaging instructional strategies to facilitate student learning.

Standard VI: High Expectations for Students

Accomplished health education teachers expect excellence from all students and strive to maintain a setting conducive to optimal learning that empowers students to engage in health-promoting behaviors.
Standard VII: Assessment

Accomplished health education teachers are knowledgeable about and are able to select, design, and implement assessment instruments to evaluate student learning and improve teaching.

Standard VIII: Equity, Fairness, and Diversity

Accomplished health education teachers demonstrate equity and fairness and promote respect and appreciation of diversity.

Supporting Student Learning

Standard IX: Partnerships with Colleagues, Families, and Community

Accomplished health education teachers work collaboratively with colleagues, families, and the community to enhance the overall health and learning of their students. They recognize that their responsibility to reinforce consistent, positive health messages extends beyond their own classrooms.

Standard X: Advocacy for the Profession

Accomplished health education teachers promote the importance of health education and encourage others to do the same.

Standard XI: Reflective Practice and Professional Growth

Accomplished health education teachers stay current in research and innovations in health education and actively contribute to the profession. They participate in reflective practices that foster creativity, stimulate personal growth, and enhance professionalism.

The pages that follow provide elaborations of each standard that discuss the knowledge, skills, dispositions, and habits of mind that describe accomplished teaching in the field.
Preparing for Student Learning

The first four standards form the foundation for the instructional decisions made by health educators and are the basis for all the other standards. Only by knowing their students well can teachers consistently make instructional decisions that will further students’ learning. And only by having deep and broad understandings of pedagogy and health education can teachers organize and deliver instruction that helps students build their own deep and broad understandings of this field.

Standard I
Knowledge of Students

Accomplished health education teachers obtain a clear understanding of individual students, their family structures, and their backgrounds.

To chart an educationally sound course, teachers must know their students. Accomplished health education teachers continually learn about their students and make decisions about instructional content and strategies on the basis of their knowledge of the learning styles, backgrounds, experiences, and goals of their individual students. The decisions that teachers make about time, tasks, and materials begin with their judgment about where their students stand with respect to skills and concepts.

Health educators hold high expectations for all students; at the same time, teachers are keenly aware that young people learn in various ways and at varying rates. Some students are more comfortable working in groups; some express themselves more easily in writing than in group discussions; others thrive with an abundance of visual cues or by working on individual projects. Students mature according to their own schedules, with wide differences in the timing of developmental and life experiences. Knowledge of such factors directs teachers as they design curricula, teaching strategies, assignments, and assessments.

Accomplished teachers of health education recognize and make professional accommodations for variations in students’ cognitive and physical development, gender, multiple intelligences, and learning styles. Teachers are also alert to students’ emotional and social development and their relationships with peers and adults.
Teachers use their knowledge of these student characteristics as assets to enhance learning, provide opportunities for autonomous activities and group interactions, and set the highest goals for all students at all developmental stages. Effective learning experiences meet the needs of all students in the class and demonstrate objectives that value each individual. Teachers constantly monitor and adjust to students’ needs, allowing for individual learners’ differences while keeping overall instructional goals in focus.

Practically everything about the learner is relevant information in health education, including an awareness and appreciation of the student’s cultural, linguistic, and ethnic heritage; religious affiliation; family structure and setting; socioeconomic status; prior learning experiences; exceptional learning needs; sexual orientation; and personal interests, needs, and goals. Although class size and teaching load affect the depth of knowledge that teachers can acquire about students, accomplished teachers do their best to understand their students as individuals. The relationships that teachers develop with their students not only support student learning and development but also provide teachers with perspectives from which to view aspects of students’ character, values, interests, and talents. Health educators therefore make an effort to know each student as a whole person.

Knowledge of students includes familiarity with the curricula of other academic classes as well as an awareness of various aspects of youth culture, which might include television programs and movies that students watch, music they listen to, sports they play, and other activities in which they involve themselves. The accomplished teacher takes this diverse knowledge into account in the daily interactions within the classroom. Teachers thus connect students’ experiences with their explorations of health education, making the classroom activities relevant to students’ lives.

Teachers employ various means to learn about students, their families, their communities, and their social and cultural environments. They actively and willingly listen to and observe students in various settings in which students express themselves, whether in formal classroom discussions, individual conferences, or informal gatherings. They offer opportunities for students to share information and experiences and to establish an emotional rapport. Teachers enhance their understanding of students through discussions with family members and colleagues. They use the information they gather, including their identification of students with exceptional talents, needs, or challenges, to ensure that they meet the unique and common needs of all students.

Further, knowing the individual student is vital to the health educator’s goal of promoting healthy lifestyles. Teachers know that a solid rapport with students can encourage effective communication and high self-esteem and help students manage anger and stress, resolve conflicts, make friends, and resist negative peer pressure.

Accomplished health education teachers are firmly committed to expanding their knowledge of their students by astute observation and listening. As keen observers
of students and as experts in their field, they understand student behaviors and attitudes well enough to recognize signs and symptoms of high-risk behaviors, and they recommend appropriate referrals for intervention. The broad knowledge that teachers acquire about the learning characteristics and developmental tendencies of the age groups with whom they work is key to recognizing and meeting their students’ unique needs.
Standard II
Knowledge of Subject Matter

Accomplished health education teachers have a deep understanding of the components of health and health content and their interrelationships.

Accomplished teachers of health education know the broad scope of their subject matter and understand that health education is comprehensive and sequential. This knowledge enables them to create and implement sound, comprehensive instructional activities and teaching practices that promote the development of health-literate individuals who are firmly committed to the benefits of healthy lifestyles. Teachers have a deep understanding of the relationships among the components of health—such as physical, mental, emotional, social, and spiritual—and how the components relate to the content areas of health education. Teachers can identify and address personal and family health issues, as well as health issues at local, state, national, and international levels.

Knowledge of Content Areas

For this document, health education has been organized into ten content areas. This list is not exhaustive, nor does it intend to exclude areas of knowledge that teachers might find appropriate for their individual teaching contexts. Rather, it broadly characterizes what accomplished health education teachers should know in order to enhance student learning.

Accomplished health educators have knowledge of and can implement comprehensive instruction in personal health, nutrition, prevention and control of disease, injury prevention and safety, mental and emotional health, substance use and abuse, family life, community health, consumer health, and environmental health. Teachers have an in-depth knowledge of the variety of topics within each content area and how they interrelate, as well as familiarity with related resources and career opportunities.

Teachers have a deep knowledge of personal health, which includes such content as wellness, physical fitness, hygiene (e.g., hand washing), dental care, and the need for regular medical examinations (e.g., ear, eye, and scoliosis exams) and self-examinations (e.g., breast and testicular examinations) to encourage lifelong health. Teaching about cardiovascular fitness, for example, requires knowledge of exercise, nutrition, body systems and functions, disease prevention, and injury prevention.
Accomplished teachers know the major concepts of nutrition. They have a working knowledge of nutrients and related topics, such as food value, recommended daily allowances (RDAs), the food guide pyramid, calories, and food labels. They have knowledge of healthy food choices, disordered eating, the risks and benefits of nutritional supplements, and the relationship between dietary habits and healthy weight. They appreciate the global and cultural factors that affect eating behaviors and nutrition. For example, accomplished teachers can access data on nutrient levels of foods prepared in various cultures. Teachers understand food safety and its relationship to the transmission of diseases and the resulting impact on healthy lifestyles.

Health education teachers have a deep knowledge of communicable and noncommunicable diseases and their transmissions, signs, symptoms, sources, and prevention. They also understand that family history and personal behaviors play important roles in disease prevention. They know the effects that lifestyles have on chronic disease. For example, they know that sedentary habits, poor nutrition, and hereditary and cultural factors may influence the onset of Type 2 diabetes. They also understand that abstinence is the most effective means of preventing HIV/AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases (STDs).

Health educators know about injury prevention and safety, including an understanding that certain behaviors reduce an individual’s risk of injury. They understand the basics of first aid, cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), and other lifesaving skills, such as the use of an automated external defibrillator. Teachers know a wide range of injury prevention-related information, such as bicycle, fire, water, and exercise safety. Teachers are familiar with current research and best practices related to the prevention of sexual assault; child abuse; and socially disruptive behaviors, such as bullying, harassment, gang participation, and violence. They understand, for example, that knowing the signs of abusive relationships can help prevent dating violence.

Accomplished health education teachers know that mental and emotional health includes knowledge of self-esteem, stress and anger management, suicide prevention, and coping with mental illness. They know that mental health encompasses the intellectual processes of reasoning, evaluation, curiosity, humor, alertness, creativity, logic, and memory. Teachers recognize the impact of internal and external influences on mental and emotional health. They know strategies for teaching the processes involved in making sound decisions, thinking critically, and managing emotions and stress. Teachers recognize signs and symptoms of depression and other mental illnesses and know how to make referrals for appropriate professional help.

Teachers of health education understand the short- and long-term effects of alcohol, tobacco, and other drug use on high-risk activities, physical tasks, and judgment. They understand the role of medicine in society and the characteristics of informed decisions about legal drug use. They know, for instance, that teaching about drug use and abuse not only involves knowledge of such substances as alcohol, illicit
drugs, over-the-counter drugs, and prescription drugs, but also makes connections to such issues as sexual decision making and violent behavior.

Accomplished teachers recognize the contribution of family life to a person’s health. They have a deep knowledge of the stages of human growth and development throughout the life cycle, including those related to puberty, sexual development, and sexual orientation. They understand the function of relationships in achieving and maintaining health, including parent/child and sibling relationships and relationships fostered in dating and marriage. Teachers understand responsible sexual behaviors, including abstinence and contraception. They also understand the value of leisure-time activities that promote self-esteem and foster healthy and strong families.

Health educators recognize positive health practices that affect their schools and communities. They are aware of local health concerns and know the procedures and protocols to involve community entities, such as nonprofit organizations and governmental and social service agencies, in addressing local issues such as immunizations, teen pregnancy, HIV/AIDS testing, and domestic violence. Teachers bridge the relationship between school and community to promote health and wellness. As experts in their field, teachers understand the importance of extending the classroom into the community and using community resources in the classroom. Teachers may, for example, invite community service providers to exhibit at a school health fair or arrange for organizations to make presentations about health careers. (See Standard IX—Partnerships with Colleagues, Families, and Community.)

Accomplished teachers of health education know that consumer health relates to critical thinking, decision making, and the analysis of health-related information about products and services. Teachers understand the influence of media and commercialism in product selection, and they know how to access health care and strategies for exercising patient rights. Teachers are familiar with credible sources, such as the Web site of the Consumer Product Safety Commission, that can help make students informed consumers.

Health educators understand the multifaceted relationship between the environment and health. Teachers know the impacts that environment has on health, such as the effects of noise, air, land, and water pollution on the quality of life, and they recognize the correlations between individual actions and global concerns. Teachers know that certain behaviors, such as carpooling, promote a healthy environment. They also recognize the value of involving students in environmental health issues. Health educators may involve students in conducting an environmental health survey within the school, in taking part in community activities such as Adopt-a-Stream programs, or in measuring noise pollution using a decibel meter.

**Dynamic, Relevant, and Practical Knowledge**

The knowledge base of accomplished teachers of health education is dynamic. Teachers identify and use resources—including technology—for accessing timely and accurate information to gain insight into emerging health-related issues, behaviors,
and trends. To keep up to date, they collect, analyze, and apply current, credible, and relevant health research and information from such sources as Web sites, online databases, and professional journals. (See Standard XI—Reflective Practice and Professional Growth.)

Teachers have knowledge of the National Health Education Standards,\textsuperscript{1} as well as state and local health education standards, guidelines, or frameworks, and integrate them into their instruction. They know and use teaching strategies that merge health education standards and content. They are aware of the goals and objectives outlined in essential documents such as Healthy People 2010.\textsuperscript{2}

Teachers are thoroughly familiar with the six adolescent risk behaviors identified by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).\textsuperscript{3} They understand the major health issues and social implications associated with tobacco, alcohol, and other drug use; dietary patterns that contribute to disease; sedentary lifestyles; sexual behaviors that lead to HIV infection, other STDs, and unintended pregnancies; and behaviors that result in intentional and unintentional injuries. Further, accomplished teachers know and can communicate to students the myths and facts about various aspects of health, especially those relating directly to young people.

\textsuperscript{1} Joint Committee on National Health Education Standards, National Health Education Standards.
\textsuperscript{2} U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Healthy People 2010.
\textsuperscript{3} Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), Assessing Health Risk Behaviors Among Young People: Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance System 2001 (Atlanta, Ga.: CDC, 2001).
Accomplished health education teachers, through their passion and effective communication, maintain and improve health-enhancing student behavior by delivering health content through skills-based learning.

Accomplished teachers of health education recognize that to foster healthy behavior in their students they need to go beyond the teaching of knowledge and deliver health content through skills-based education. In addition to factual information, lessons focus on critical skills so that students learn how to recognize, practice, adopt, and maintain healthy behaviors. Such skills-based teaching, with an emphasis on personal and social skills development, enables students to become lifelong advocates for personal, family, and community health. Because teachers understand the effectiveness of skills-based curricula in influencing students’ health attitudes and practices, they provide students with opportunities to model, practice, and reinforce relevant skills so that students can apply those skills in real-life situations.

When using a skills-based approach, accomplished teachers help students comprehend that the foundation of good health rests on healthy choices and behaviors. Teachers emphasize that students have the power of choice and therefore the responsibility for their own health. This affirmation of self-efficacy inspires students to assess themselves in terms of their own values, attitudes, and actions, and it motivates them to develop and apply strategies and skills to attain health goals.

In their skills-based instruction, accomplished health educators demonstrate how interpersonal-communication, goal-setting, decision-making, and problem-solving skills augment health literacy and foster healthy behaviors. They communicate to students the benefits of activities that further a healthy lifestyle and enhance health, and they teach strategies to resolve conflicts and manage stress, such as practicing relaxation techniques. They teach students healthy ways of expressing needs, wants, and feelings and of communicating care, consideration, and respect for themselves and others. They instruct students in effective ways to influence and support others in making positive health choices. They seek new and effective methods of teaching refusal, resistance, assertiveness, negotiation, and collaboration techniques so that students can reduce and avoid potentially harmful situations.

Teachers implement strategies to teach students how to analyze the ways various factors, such as peers, cultural beliefs, the media, and technology, influence health. Teachers recognize that students will make health-related decisions throughout their
lives in an environment that often overwhelms them with incomplete and inaccurate health information. To make informed choices as advocates for their own health and for healthy decisions by others, students must be able to identify credible information sources. In skills-based instruction, teachers foster students’ abilities to identify, access, and evaluate health information and health-promoting products and services. Teachers might, for example, ask students to research the validity of promises made by weight-loss programs or investigate the pros and cons of organic and nonorganic food products. Knowing that the appropriate use of technology is important to ensuring lifelong health literacy, teachers provide opportunities for students to use technology to gather current and accurate information.

Health education teachers understand that skills-based learning broadens health education beyond cognitive-based approaches. Skills-based instruction is student centered and interactive, providing ample time for students to develop, practice, and personalize skill-building activities; students therefore become experienced in positive health-related behaviors. Teachers know that an effective skills-based health education program is sequential, and they work to make sure that skills introduced early are practiced and reinforced over time as students mature.
Standard IV
Curricular Choices

Accomplished health education teachers select, plan, adapt, and evaluate curriculum to ensure comprehensive health education.

The curricular choices of accomplished health education teachers incorporate knowledge and skills that advance health literacy in a planned, sequential, developmentally appropriate, and comprehensive school health education program. Teachers make curricular choices based on their familiarity with curriculum models and theories relevant to the field; sound objectives; recent and pertinent research; the assessed needs of students, teachers, and the community; and the best practices of accomplished professionals in order to meet the needs and interests of a wide diversity of learners. Teachers recognize the complexities of health education as a subject area and design a curriculum that provides a framework for instruction and assessment. A sound curriculum combines health content and skills that enable teachers to help students reflect on their own health habits and apply their knowledge of the subject to healthy lifestyle behaviors. Health educators link their curricular choices with applicable local, state, and national standards for health education, and they ensure that the curriculum is in compliance with state and local laws and regulations.

Accomplished health education teachers realize that instruction must occur within a well-articulated, continuous sequence of curriculum that spans all education levels, from preschool to graduate study and beyond. Teachers recognize that the goal of developing health-literate individuals begins very early and progresses logically from mastery of basic knowledge and skills to application in authentic situations. Because of the progressive nature of skills-based teaching, teachers know and take into consideration student learning in health education at all grade levels when making curricular decisions. They therefore work to establish and maintain a developmentally and age-appropriate health education curriculum that builds from one level to the next in an uninterrupted sequence. Furthermore, accomplished teachers may expand curricular choices to implement advances provided by emerging technologies and to reflect community interests, needs, and resources.

Health educators see themselves as part of a learning community when making curricular choices. They collaborate with health educators at various levels and with other members of health education curriculum committees and other school staff. Teachers who have limited opportunities to determine health education curricula advocate for purposeful curricular choices.
Advancing Student Learning

The way teachers make decisions and implement their curriculum in a flexible, appropriate, and creative manner provides the most visible and the most important demonstration of excellence in teaching. The next four standards describe the ways health education teachers advance student knowledge and understanding in all aspects of the health curriculum and the important goals and purposes that guide teachers in their planning and instructional decision making.

Accomplished health education teachers use an array of engaging instructional strategies to facilitate student learning.

Accomplished health education teachers combine their enthusiasm for and knowledge of their field with their knowledge of students; consequently, their students are constructively engaged in the pursuit of health literacy and demonstrate their spirited involvement in and appreciation for learning about health-related issues. Such teachers convey a sense of knowledge, preparation, care, and direction that combine to keep students engaged in productive activities.

Establishing a Productive Learning Environment

Health education teachers establish a productive and enriching learning environment and maintain it through a well-developed repertoire of strategies, skills, and procedures that allows their classrooms to function smoothly. The supportive, congenial, and purposeful learning environments that are characteristic of classrooms of accomplished health educators contribute to active learning and expose students to a variety of intellectual challenges in which students explore health literacy.

Teachers recognize that experiences in health education class can have lasting effects that shape students’ attitudes toward themselves and future health-related decisions and actions. Accomplished health educators affirm their interest in students’ success by offering them opportunities to ponder issues and express ideas and opinions on subjects that may not be available in other academic areas but that are exceptionally relevant to them. Knowing that the quality of interactions within the classroom is a significant aspect of creating productive learning environments and
acquiring health literacy skills, teachers welcome the open expression of ideas and encourage the search for greater understanding and knowledge. Teachers therefore establish an atmosphere in which students feel welcomed, valued, and respected.

Teachers communicate enthusiasm for their field in a positive, caring manner that recognizes, respects, and appreciates the abilities and knowledge of each student. Effective health education classrooms are lively places where students are actively engaged in learning. Teachers use strategies, materials, and opportunities to maintain this enthusiasm. Understanding their role as facilitators of learning, teachers look for ways to validate student learning and knowledge. Acknowledging the value of positive, personal responses to students’ efforts, they know how and when to encourage students, when to challenge them, when to push them forward, or when to redirect them. Teachers also know that new learning experiences elicit excitement and interest, build students’ self-confidence, and lead to both immediate and lifelong participation in healthy lifestyles. Health education teachers thus demonstrate their belief in the importance of the subject and make it possible for every student to succeed.

Providing Multiple Paths to Learning

Health education teachers use their deep understanding of the field to make the subject matter meaningful to students. Teachers understand techniques for generating students’ interest in the tasks at hand. They have a rich repertoire of strategies to engage students productively in learning. Accomplished teaching includes purposeful planning; health educators know and can articulate the reasons for structuring lessons the way they do.

Individual student differences that mark all classrooms require teachers to employ multiple means to engage students in learning. The understanding that teachers have of students’ individual differences and learning styles leads them to design several avenues to approach key issues that serve the well-being of the class as a whole while acknowledging the individuality of its members. For example, teachers may use direct instruction to reinforce skills-based learning; they may facilitate access to the Internet to develop students’ global perspectives; and they may draw on a variety of metaphors, analogies, illustrations, and problems to extend students’ thinking and to develop students’ capacity to reason incisively. Because health education is not a passive process, teachers engage students in activities that are student centered and student directed. In the classrooms of accomplished teachers, students are often engaged in interactive tasks and cooperative learning experiences such as student-to-student or small-group activities in which students communicate with one another and to other audiences, including their families and communities.

Teachers know how to use and build on a prescribed curriculum, but they are not limited by it. Instead, students’ needs dictate how they investigate topics and issues that stretch their horizons and ultimately enrich their understanding. Teachers might focus learning tasks on particular issues experienced by schools or communities. For example, in a school where a death has occurred, the health education teacher might
incorporate lessons on grief management. Students could write poems expressing their feelings about death and loss; they could use the Internet to research grieving rituals in different cultures; in groups, they might identify where they could go and with whom they could talk to help them deal with their grief. Whatever the topic, teachers have a wide repertoire of strategies, tasks, demonstrations, and activities from which to draw.

Creating Instructional Tasks That Motivate Students

With the knowledge that health education cannot occur in isolation from other academic subjects or from real-life experiences, teachers help students discover and explore connections to their own lives and to other academic disciplines; teachers thus place health education within a larger context that is meaningful to their students.

In making instructional decisions, health education teachers choose compelling topics and materials that make the best use of instructional time. Teachers know that personalizing health education will engage students, because most students talk readily about themselves and their experiences. Teachers therefore provide a range of meaningful, interesting, and personally relevant instruction for students at all levels of development and ability. They select topics that have special resonance for young people, such as their curiosity about and fascination with their own growth and development.

To make the point that health literacy is a continuous process that contributes to life-long wellness, accomplished health education shifts the focus of learning from classroom activities to the broader experiences of students. Whenever possible, teachers draw from across the curriculum, incorporating concepts from science, technology, literature, physical education, social studies, languages, mathematics, and the arts to enrich students’ health knowledge. Accomplished teachers are aware of and stay current on the concepts of other academic courses undertaken by their students; they can then choose materials and employ instructional strategies that relate health concepts to these curricula. Teachers may develop, in cooperation with colleagues from other academic disciplines, a repertoire of interdisciplinary units that link common concepts and themes. Such learning enables students to link health literacy to a realm of education opportunities and to their lives beyond the classroom. Through such learning, students can understand that many health-related topics are actually important societal issues that are rarely confined to traditional disciplinary boundaries. (See Standard IX—Partnerships with Colleagues, Families, and Community.)

Using Diverse Resources

Accomplished health education teachers view resources as tools to support student learning. They seek and evaluate an array of resources and materials to meet the instructional needs of all their students. Teachers introduce varied tasks that require students to use critical-thinking skills, make healthy decisions, formulate healthy problem-solving techniques, and reflect frequently on their work and their
experiences. Appropriate instructional resources provide all students, including students with Individual Education Plans (IEPs) and students for whom English is a new language, with opportunities for participation, recognition, and achievement. In a classroom dedicated to teaching health literacy, appropriate props, posters, photographs, and visuals—including some created by students—pique students’ interest and foster their active involvement. Teachers constantly seek opportunities to expand their base of instructional materials by drawing on theory, research, and best practices.

The content knowledge of accomplished health educators includes current and emerging media and technologies that offer students opportunities to explore important ideas, concepts, and theories. Teachers are familiar with how such resources assist in research, planning, instruction, and assessment. They can assess and evaluate the most current and accurate health information available. Accomplished teachers are innovative in their use of media to present information and facilitate discussion, and they know how to use relevant media and technology resources in their teaching practice. Teachers may, for example, select interactive computer resources that enable students to practice decision-making skills. Or, teachers might refer students to virtual reality Web sites designed to study body systems and trace disease progression. Through the use of these resources students can participate in wide-ranging, up-to-the-minute health assessments, such as compiling the latest statistics of risks for disease. A physical fitness assessment might incorporate heart-rate monitors to measure working and at-rest heart rates in relation to personal physical activity. Students could monitor and chart their blood pressure and other vital functions and could analyze such functions within the context of their dietary plans and their participation in physical activities. Technological resources help make health education a vital, exciting endeavor as students interact with health resources and learn about contemporary and international health-related issues.

Using Time Efficiently and Adjusting As Circumstances Dictate

Accomplished health educators effectively manage instructional time, establishing orderly and workable learning routines that maximize student time on task. Doing so provides students with clear expectations and enables them to participate with confidence.

Health educators recognize teachable moments as they arise and take advantage of such opportunities to enhance instruction. They also shift their focus when unforeseen difficulties occur or when classroom discussions suggest enriching paths. The ability to vary their approach to major topics, themes, and skills allows teachers to change the focus of discussion in response to student performance. The ability to make timely adjustments when such changes are desirable and necessary marks accomplished practice.

Accomplished health education teachers recognize the need to make the time to address controversial, health-related topics while preserving the dignity and self-respect of all students and operating within state and local guidelines. Teachers
anticipate and are sensitive to the misconceptions and conflicting ideas and opinions that lead to student confusion. Teachers know that such discussions help students view issues from multiple perspectives, which fosters their ability to analyze the complexities of health-related issues.
Standard VI
High Expectations for Students

Accomplished health education teachers expect excellence from all students and strive to maintain a setting conducive to optimal learning that empowers students to engage in health-promoting behaviors.

Accomplished teachers of health education bring to their practice a vision of excellence and the methods to achieve it. Health educators hold high expectations for all students and help them set measurable goals to meet those expectations. Teachers engage students in activities that promote healthy lifestyles and instill intrinsic values of lifelong healthy behaviors.

Establishing a Setting Conducive to Optimal Learning

Accomplished health educators establish stimulating and supportive learning environments that welcome students’ efforts and encourage all students to meet the highest expectations. Aware that classroom experiences create a foundation from which later health attitudes arise, teachers provide numerous opportunities for genuine achievement that motivate students to strive to do their best and inspire them to extend participatory habits outside the health education classroom. Teachers design activities and pose questions that require students to discuss issues from a variety of perspectives. As they interpret and assess student responses, teachers offer students opportunities to shape independent studies in which they explore their own questions and interests. These efforts foster student engagement and self-confidence and communicate a vision for success that students might not have for themselves.

Building Students’ Capacity to Apply Knowledge and Act Independently As Health-Literate Individuals

Health educators provide students with opportunities that encourage critical thinking and problem solving. Combining these skills with a variety of credible sources allows students to address health issues at many levels, from personal to global. Teachers pose real-world situations that allow students to synthesize knowledge and analyze possible solutions. Referring to a local health concern, such as secondhand smoke, for instance, teachers might challenge students to research and propose options to lessen the associated health threats. They ask students to reflect on prior knowledge and experiences and to articulate their reactions to health-related concerns. Teachers hold students to high standards, assist in personal investigations,
and promote intellectual mastery of the material. Teachers direct all students toward the next level of achievement and empower them to become involved in setting high and realistic goals relating to their own health.

Accomplished health education teachers provide frequent opportunities for students to engage actively in practices that initiate individual learning, to analyze what they learn, and to take responsibility for their own decisions. For example, teachers with students who are beginning to drive could require students to respond to decision-making scenarios depicting a variety of traffic situations.

To build student understanding, teachers guide learning in promising directions, employing feedback to help students use their prior knowledge to pose, explore, and solve new problems. Accomplished health educators promote health-related behaviors beyond classroom experiences. Students could be asked to evaluate the validity of the advertising claims of certain products or to investigate the effects of age-group targeting in advertisements. Through role-playing, teachers could review strategies for dealing with bullies and helping their victims. Involving students imaginatively in child-care scenarios might challenge them to confront realistic problems associated with the care and cost of an infant. Teachers could foster students’ health awareness at home by monitoring activities that involve families in students’ individual health regimens. Teachers encourage students to challenge assumptions, weigh risks, share insights, and persist in their explorations of new material.
Accomplished health education teachers are knowledgeable about and are able to select, design, and implement assessment instruments to evaluate student learning and improve teaching.

Teachers view assessment as an integral part of their instruction that benefits both the teacher and the student, not just as a process by which to determine grades. Every student assessment evolves from the goals and directives of the instructional program. Accomplished teachers of health education employ a variety of valid and reliable assessment strategies appropriate to both the curriculum and the learner, and they use assessment results to monitor student learning, assist students in reflecting on their own achievements, shape instruction, and report student progress.

Assessment is a continuous process guiding teachers’ decisions. Depending on class needs and instructional requirements, teachers of health education command a wide range of assessment methods and strategies within their teaching repertoires. Teachers identify the essential knowledge and skills to be assessed in relation to health education standards, and they effectively incorporate opportunities for assessing students in daily instruction. They reshape their instructional planning to meet students’ needs, set high yet realistic goals for students, and fulfill program objectives. The assessment strategies that health educators develop emphasize organization, inquiry, concept building, and problem solving and therefore allow teachers to enhance higher-order thinking skills and creativity. Students’ abilities to apply, analyze, synthesize, and evaluate information and then to communicate an understanding of that information depends on their making connections and recognizing relationships among a range of ideas. Systematic, purposeful assessment on the part of accomplished teachers enhances achievement and facilitates a student’s ability to effectively use the knowledge and skills of health literacy.

Familiar with the most current research and information available on assessment strategies, health education teachers understand the advantages and limitations of numerous assessment methods and tools. Teachers match methods to instructional goals and students’ abilities, considering the relative strengths and weaknesses of the procedures as well as the timing, focus, and purpose of each evaluation. Teachers design assignments that are fair and free from bias and that give students opportunities to succeed in a variety of tasks that allow learners to demonstrate their ability to apply health knowledge skills. Accomplished health education teachers sometimes employ diagnostic assessments to gauge where students are in the learning process, as indicators to determine what students already know.
Accomplished health education teachers employ formative and summative evaluations that take both formal and informal forms. Formal instruments might include competency tests; informal assessments might be as simple as quick, oral comprehension checks. Teachers select the form of an assessment primarily on the basis of how well it relates to classroom instruction. Thus, assessments indicate when to modify, when to revisit, when to refine, when to move forward, and when to apply learning; this continuing modification improves instruction, enabling teachers to maximize learning for all students.

Accomplished teachers utilize a variety of assessments. They might use portfolios, oral reports, projects, or examinations. They may use authentic assessments that focus on performance within the context of real-life experiences and enable students to show what they know and can do by requiring them to fulfill real-world tasks. Students, for example, might be asked to create a year’s household budget for a family of two teens with a child, indicating how to allocate limited resources to serve the health needs of each family member. When appropriate, teachers use student-generated projects for assessment, such as videotapes, demonstrations, and exhibitions. Other assessments might include role-playing, in which students demonstrate specific refusal and conflict-resolution skills when placed in scenarios where they imaginatively confront difficult situations likely to occur in their lives.

In leading students to become self-reliant learners, teachers provide regular opportunities for students to define and reflect on what they have learned. Accomplished health educators identify student learning goals, share these expectations with students, and engage students in self-assessment activities. To make assessment meaningful, teachers often seek student involvement in designing methods of assessment; they might, for example, give students opportunities to select from among a number of assessments and to design personal assessment instruments and rubrics. Teachers understand that developing their students’ ability to assess their own progress fosters their growth as independent, reflective learners; enhances their personal assessment of healthy behaviors; and contributes to healthy lifestyle choices.

Teachers may use technology to assess student learning and classroom instruction. For example, through electronic simulations they can evaluate the problem-solving skills of students as well as students’ ability to achieve a lesson’s goals. Students may use a number of health-risk computerized rating systems that process information about physical traits and eating habits to determine dietary and nutritional guidelines.

Accomplished health education teachers are skilled and efficient at managing assessment. Teachers employ appropriate methods for collecting, summarizing, and reporting assessment data to demonstrate that learning has occurred. Those with access to computer technology understand how that technology can facilitate assessment, record keeping, and the reporting of assessment results. Teachers
use assessment results to provide specific information to students, parents, other educators, and school officials about each learner’s progress.

1 Parents is used in this document to refer to the people who are the primary caregivers and guardians of children.
Standard VIII
Equity, Fairness, and Diversity

Accomplished health education teachers demonstrate equity and fairness and promote respect and appreciation of diversity.

All teachers must dedicate themselves to understanding and meeting the needs of heterogeneous populations as society becomes more culturally diverse, as gender-based stereotypes dissipate, and as the philosophy of inclusion becomes the norm. The manner in which accomplished health educators establish fairness and mutual respect among all learners is planned and purposeful. Teachers address issues of diversity proactively to promote equity and to ensure that their students—regardless of race, nationality, ethnicity, primary spoken language, socioeconomic status, age, religion, physical and mental ability, sexual orientation, or gender—receive equal and fair opportunities to achieve health literacy by participating in, enjoying, and benefiting from instructional activities and resources.

Accomplished teachers of health education know that the attitudes they manifest as they work with students, colleagues, families, and others who support the learning process set powerful examples for young people; therefore, they conscientiously demonstrate the behaviors they expect from their students. Teachers foster a positive classroom climate arising from mutual respect among all learners. They actively and positively challenge students and colleagues who make derogatory comments, express negative stereotypes, or impose inappropriate perspectives on others. Teachers model and promote their expectations that students will treat one another equitably and with dignity. Fairness and respect for individuals are key to their instructional practice; teachers listen carefully, respond thoughtfully, and present a supportive demeanor that encourages students to express themselves.

Accomplished health educators are sensitive to the complexities involved in treating each student equitably. They recognize and address relevant diversity issues affecting instruction, class management, and student participation. They show no difference in the welcoming manner in which they speak to, include, call on, or otherwise engage each of their students in learning situations in the classroom. Teachers make sure that all pupils receive an equitable share of attention and that their assessments of student progress are similarly balanced. They include each student in the learning community as an important individual and active contributor. In grouping students for cooperative assignments, for example, teachers might bring together individuals from varying backgrounds or establish leadership roles to prevent stereotyping and gender bias. Using a wide variety of whole-class, small-group, or individual activities, teachers are committed to engaging all students in learning. Accomplished health
Health education teachers highlight the diversity as well as the commonalities among their learners and build on these as sources of strength and dynamism for the learning community.

Health education teachers value diversity and promote respect for others by modeling appreciation for the richness of cultural and ethnic groups. They also seek opportunities among students and staff to provide forums where experiences can be shared and mutual understandings of similarities and differences can be deepened. For example, to address issues relevant to prejudice and respect, students could be asked to interview classmates of different ethnicities, cultures, or religions and then make a class presentation highlighting similarities in the students’ backgrounds. Teachers are particularly sensitive to and responsive to family and cultural issues that affect students’ attitudes toward health learning. They understand that cultural differences sometimes influence students’ views of health practices, and teachers respect and value those differences. To celebrate cultural differences in health practices, for example, students can be asked to interview family members about health care regimens specific to their culture or background and then share what they learned with their classmates. (See Standard IX—Partnerships with Colleagues, Families, and Community.)

Accomplished health education teachers are aware of issues students may face related to human sexuality, including sexual orientation, and to the varying stages of adolescent growth and development. Teachers establish a climate in their classrooms that promotes an understanding and acceptance of these differences. They take measures to reduce incidents of teasing, bullying, and harassment. This allows students to flourish in a safe and nurturing environment.

Health educators believe solidly in the ability of all students to learn, and they design instruction appropriate to the needs and experiences of all their students. Teachers demonstrate their confidence in the potential of each student by providing the means for each student to develop that potential. They are aware of students whose first language is not English and accommodate their needs accordingly. In making decisions about instructional goals and strategies, teachers take into consideration students’ varied learning styles and multiple intelligences, and they understand how to modify curriculum and adjust lessons—including incidental and situation learning—to meet the needs of diverse learners. As appropriate, teachers employ visual, auditory, and kinesthetic approaches in communicating concepts. Accomplished health education teachers understand and comply with state and local policies and legislation, including federal requirements, such as the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) and the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), concerning students with unique challenges and issues relevant to fairness and equity.

In their instructional decisions, teachers address the exceptional needs of special student populations; they plan, adapt, and implement classroom practices and activities that are individually appropriate, while ensuring that each student becomes an important and valued member of the class. Teachers create respectful environments
that help students learn about one another and understand that all individuals have unique capacities and limitations. For example, to portray the difficulties faced by classmates with physical challenges, teachers could have students wear glasses with smeared lenses during a class activity. To accommodate students with exceptional needs, teachers seek appropriate help from students’ families, specialists, and social agencies, and they advocate for essential support services to promote maximum success. They do so without compromising their commitments to high standards and meaningful classroom experiences for all their students.
Supporting Student Learning

The last three standards describe other important decisions, actions, activities, and frames of mind that support and contribute to the practice of accomplished health education teachers. These include the ways teachers advocate for and reflect on their own professionalism, as well as the way they work with others, including parents and colleagues, to create intellectually lively and spirited classrooms that support their learning goals.

Standard IX
Partnerships with Colleagues, Families, and Community

Accomplished health education teachers work collaboratively with colleagues, families, and the community to enhance the overall health and learning of their students. They recognize that their responsibility to reinforce consistent, positive health messages extends beyond their own classrooms.

Health education teachers know that healthy students will be better learners and the health of students must be reinforced and supported by the school and the community. Accomplished teachers are advocates for their instructional programs beyond the confines of their classrooms, actively seeking and participating in opportunities to promote enthusiasm among their professional colleagues, with families, and within communities for the acquisition and maintenance of healthy lifestyles.

Collaboration with Colleagues

Health educators aggressively employ their knowledge of school culture to seek opportunities to emphasize the value of health education in the context of the school’s academic pursuits. Because healthy children generally are effective learners, teachers affirm that health literacy is a schoolwide concern and that health education should hold a prominent position in the core curriculum. To communicate the value of their field, they design and participate in activities that focus attention on the goals and accomplishments of health education. For example, the health education teacher
could make a presentation to colleagues about the relationship of students’ eating habits and nutrition to their learning, with the purpose of working collaboratively to effect positive changes in students’ nutritional behaviors. As advocates for health education, teachers engender support for their instructional programs both as core courses and as key elements of an integrated curriculum.

Accomplished teachers of health education honor all academic disciplines and show sensitivity to the needs and concerns of teachers in other subject areas. At the same time, they purposefully seek opportunities to integrate health education into all of the school’s academic pursuits, clarifying for colleagues the significance of a coordinated school health program. They collaborate in planning and instruction with other teachers across curricular areas to make connections for health education, and they are a knowledgeable resource. Health educators take advantage of such opportunities as Buckle Up America! Week, American Diabetes Alert, Substance Abuse Month, Kick Ash Day, Depression Awareness Month, World AIDS Day, and other designated observances to incorporate health education information into the other academic areas. Teachers convey to colleagues that the health education curriculum enriches and supports the teaching of other disciplines. Health education provides students with opportunities to discuss, read about, and write about topics of high interest and to employ such processes as calculating, weighing, measuring, charting, and graphing. Accomplished health educators promote the integration of health information into other subjects by coordinating instruction with the total school curriculum and willingly integrating other subject matter into health education; such a collaborative approach sets up a positive environment for academic sharing and exchange. (See Standard V—Instructional Approaches.)

Accomplished health education teachers ensure that cross-disciplinary integration supports, rather than replaces, instruction related to the development of health literacy. Curriculum integration is not intended as a substitute for planned, sequential, developmentally appropriate, comprehensive health education programs, but it is a way to supplement and reinforce instruction. Curriculum integration helps health educators promote positive health messages for both students and staff in a school. Students benefit by seeing connections across curriculum areas, and their learning becomes more meaningful and related to real life as they comprehend key relationships among subjects.

Accomplished health educators serve as resources for the educational community. Health education teachers develop a positive image for healthy living and may encourage others by initiating health promotion programs and by working with other members of the staff and community. For example, they might teach CPR to students, staff, and parents or offer an asthma education program to identify ways that teachers might help students manage the condition. They are aware of the major health issues in their community and willingly research and provide information to their colleagues.

In promoting a coordinated school health program, health educators are integral members of their learning communities who contribute purposefully to the professional
Culture in their schools. They know that effective teachers do not work in isolation; they share the responsibility with their colleagues to improve the instructional and service programs of the school and foster the success and well-being of all students. Teachers establish partnerships with colleagues throughout the school to emphasize their commitment to the establishment of a healthy school climate.

Partnerships with Families

Accomplished health educators understand that active, involved, and informed families create a network that supports vital, effective health education programs. They value and respect the role of families as students’ first teachers and as supporters of students’ growth and development. Teachers enlist the aid of families as partners in the health education of their children, using a variety of communications and family-involvement activities, such as wellness fairs, open houses, parent nights, newsletters, demonstrations, presentations at PTA meetings, telephone calls, individual progress reports, Web sites, e-mail, and the organization of wellness clubs. In a public relations capacity as proactive spokespersons for the benefits of healthy lifestyles, accomplished health educators encourage active family participation in fostering health literacy and give parents opportunities to help determine future directions for improved instruction.

Knowing that the choice and opportunity to practice health skills and health-enhancing behaviors in students’ lives outside of school are influenced by factors beyond a teacher’s control, health education teachers familiarize themselves, as appropriate and necessary, with the family situations of their students. Teachers recognize that families have experiences and insights that, once tapped, can enrich the quality of education for students. Involvement with families offers teachers opportunities to gain insights into parents’ expectations and aspirations for their children. Teachers elicit parents’ ideas about their children’s interests and ways to motivate them. Teachers, in their quest to promote the benefits of health literacy, communicate with parents about their children’s accomplishments, successes, and needs for improvement. Teachers treat families with sensitivity, respect, and understanding, and they respond thoughtfully and thoroughly to parents’ concerns. Teachers actively seek to learn about the cultures of which their students are a part, respecting cultural values and recognizing that cultural differences may have an impact on instruction. Accomplished health educators work to find common ground and to achieve mutual understanding and respect in support of best interests of students. Effective partnerships with families enable teachers to instill in students an interest in healthy behaviors that extends beyond the school setting.

Connections to the Community

Accomplished health education teachers work to increase community commitment to health education and to reinforce health messages and accentuate consistent, positive health behaviors. At the same time, teachers recognize and strive to fulfill their obligation to ensure that their community is healthy, safe, and secure—one that makes possible a high quality of life. Teachers might, for example, conduct surveys
about home safety, initiate programs to advise the elderly of the importance of flu inoculations, become involved in efforts to combat pollution, or sponsor community service projects to remove dangerous debris from local playing fields.

An important responsibility of teachers is to help the community at large to understand the role and characteristics of quality health education. Consequently, health educators reach out to the broader community, working to help the community become involved in the health education program of the school and to ensure that the school health education program represents the needs, interests, and ideas of the community. A teacher working with a local hospital or clinic might sponsor a student-led wellness program open to the community that offers health screening or focuses on issues such as poor nutrition, hypertension, or teen pregnancy. Teachers know how to collaborate with entities like school boards, city councils, local health departments, and other local, state, and national voluntary health agencies and organizations that can be partners in furthering the health literacy and wellness of the community. Further, teachers are familiar with such resources as the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the National Health Information Center (NHIC) of the U.S. Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion (ODPHP). Teachers familiarize students with community resources to which they might turn for help with health-related issues, and they assist students in evaluating the reliability of such resources. (See Standard X—Advocacy for the Profession.)
Accomplished health education teachers promote the importance of health education and encourage others to do the same.

Accomplished teachers of health education consistently and conscientiously advocate for policies, programs, and positions that are intended to enhance personal, family, and community health. They actively create, implement, seek, and participate in opportunities to promote health education. They advocate for school policies and monitor local issues beneficial to health concerns, and they collaborate to develop linkages within the school and community that spark interest in healthy behaviors. Because early study contributes in measurable ways to the later application of health knowledge and skills, teachers help students and their parents, as well as professional colleagues and the community at large, appreciate both the immediate and long-term applications of health learning. They advocate for school policies to create a climate that promotes health and affirms that health skills cross all disciplines and all areas of life. In adopting a health-enhancing stance, health educators are themselves role models who exemplify in positive ways that health education is a source of gratification and well-being—an endeavor that is intrinsically rewarding. (See Standard XI—Reflective Practice and Professional Growth.)

As advocates for effective instruction in health literacy for all students, teachers strive to broaden the knowledge base of those who teach and learn about healthy behaviors, making clear to professional colleagues the importance of health education as a central part of the academic curriculum. Health educators advocate for health education being taught, assessed, and reported on a level comparable to other academic areas. They take appropriate actions to recommend to school administrators or local and state authorities that professionally prepared individuals teach health education courses. They foster constructive relationships with local governing boards, state- and national-level policymakers, and institutions of higher education.

Health educators recognize and try to eliminate general misconceptions about the teaching and learning of health, and they work to make sure that the public understands that health education involves much more than basic knowledge. Teachers, for example, communicate to the public realistic expectations of the time required for effective learning. Many teachers face the challenge of few contact hours with students; they therefore try to overcome the discrepancy between the amount of time typically spent in schools on health education and the actual time required to deliver effective instruction. Recognizing the enormity of health challenges that
young people regularly confront and the negative impacts on society of unhealthy behaviors, accomplished teachers communicate in every possible way the necessity of providing adequate health instruction. Through reference to research-based studies, they confirm that health education promotes intellectual growth and healthy attitudes and behaviors; therefore, it contributes positively to the attainment of all academic goals.¹

Accomplished teachers are aware of and work to meet community health needs. They might plan and direct student activities in the local community, such as health fairs, that address community needs. They might make presentations on health-related issues and topics to local civic groups, businesses, or government organizations. (See Standard IX—Partnerships with Colleagues, Families, and Community.)

Health education teachers also draw attention to career options available for those who are skilled in health-related areas, emphasizing that familiarity with health skills supports career advancement and enhances employment opportunities. Teachers might, for example, help coordinate “health academies” that identify students interested in health careers, provide special instruction for them, and then locate service learning opportunities for the students with community agencies. As often as possible, accomplished health educators provide students with information on careers that interrelate with the health subjects being studied.

To make their advocacy efforts most effective, accomplished teachers understand the historical events and prevailing attitudes related to health education that have shaped and continue to influence the field today. This historical perspective on the part of teachers, in addition to their knowledge of contemporary issues, legislation, and current policies affecting health education, is crucial to the development and implementation of quality, sequential programs.

Standard XI
Reflective Practice and Professional Growth

Accomplished health education teachers stay current in research and innovations in health education and actively contribute to the profession. They participate in reflective practices that foster creativity, stimulate personal growth, and enhance professionalism.

Accomplished health education teachers participate in a wide range of reflective practices. Effective reflection reinforces a teacher’s creativity, stimulates personal growth, contributes to content knowledge and classroom skill, and enhances professionalism. Teachers who set the highest standards for themselves as they reflect on their practice cultivate the attribute of refined professional judgment and contribute positively to their profession in ways that have benefits beyond the individual classroom.

For health educators, every classroom experience is an opportunity for reflection and improvement. Teachers know that the demands of their profession change over time, and indeed can change with each class and each student. They view each class session as another opportunity to improve the quality of their teaching, the conduct of their classroom, and the enhancement of their professional vision. Teachers constantly reevaluate and rethink instructional choices, analyzing the relationship between their practice and student learning. Always open to innovation, they examine their students’ needs in relation to the lesson at hand and to long-term objectives. By developing the habit of introspection, accomplished teachers challenge themselves, take responsibility for their own professional growth and development, and reinvigorate their practice. Students benefit from teachers whose self-reflections lead them to evaluate curriculum decisions and teaching strategies, and the health education profession as a whole benefits from the contributions of reflective practitioners.

Health education teachers are models of lifelong learners who continually work to increase the depth and breadth of their knowledge of subject matter, their students, and current practices in health education. Teachers recognize that health education is a continuously evolving field; they therefore avail themselves of the most current, credible research, and they are conversant in professional literature. Accomplished health educators might conduct research or use peer evaluation techniques to improve teaching effectiveness. They pursue and explore topics in which they have limited knowledge and expertise. They stay abreast of relevant technological
advancements and are familiar with how technology assists in research, instructional planning, record keeping, assessment, and a variety of other tasks. Such professional study strengthens professionalism and enables teachers to articulate rationales for their actions and decisions.

In their quest for self-renewal, teachers of health education interact effectively with other professionals. They avail themselves of professional resources and participate in advanced educational programs. They attend seminars, conferences, and workshops; they propose, design, and carry out staff development opportunities in health education; they are active members of professional organizations and assert themselves as advocates for their practice; and they might contribute to professional journals. Accomplished health educators become involved in local, state, and national conferences relevant to the profession and serve on education policy committees or councils. They collaborate with colleagues to examine their practice critically, and they seek help from colleagues to continue to develop as both teachers and learners. They serve as mentors to novice teachers, engage in peer coaching, welcome observation from their colleagues to assist in self-evaluation, or observe other effective teachers. Teachers engage colleagues in discussions about professional issues. They participate, when possible, in professional electronic forums and share experiences with colleagues, thereby furthering the knowledge base in health education and contributing to the professional network. They advocate collegiality, teamwork, and cooperative teaching across disciplines.

Health educators set and actively pursue goals in their own lives that exemplify the best attributes they wish to impart to their students and that focus on lifestyle behaviors that bring about health and wellness. Teachers understand that the attitudes and behaviors they display speak loudly about the value of making the right choices for healthy living and can positively influence students to maintain healthy lifestyles. Therefore, teachers demonstrate their commitment to health and wellness by demonstrating within their own behavior the benefits of a healthy lifestyle; by involving themselves in activities that contribute to their personal health and the health and well-being of the communities in which they teach and live; by discussing their individual health regimens with students; and by sharing with students how healthy behaviors can be included in daily routines. The accomplished health educator provides an example for students, families, other staff members, and the community of how to combine daily responsibilities with a healthy lifestyle. Such role modeling adds dignity and credibility to the profession.
The 11 standards in this document represent a professional consensus on the characteristics of accomplished practice and provide a profile of the accomplished health education teacher. Although the standards are challenging, they are upheld every day by teachers like the ones described in these pages, who inspire and instruct the nation’s youth and lead their profession. By publishing this document and offering National Board Certification to health educators, NBPTS aims to affirm the practice of the many teachers who meet these standards and challenge others to strive to meet them. Moreover, NBPTS hopes to bring increased attention to the professionalism and expertise of accomplished health educators and, in so doing, pave the way for greater professional respect and opportunity for these essential members of the teaching community.

In addition to being a stimulus for self-reflection on the part of teachers at all levels of performance, Health Education Standards is intended to be a catalyst for discussion among administrators, staff developers, and others in the education community about accomplished practice in this field. If these standards can advance the conversation about accomplished teaching, they will provide an important step toward the NBPTS goal of improving student learning in our nation’s schools.
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The National Board for Professional Teaching Standards’ *Health Education Standards* reflects more than two years of dialogue about the characteristics of accomplished teaching in health education. These standards derive their power from an amazing degree of collaboration and consensus. Through the expertise and input of the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS) Health Education Standards Committee, the thorough reviews by the NBPTS Board of Directors, and the diverse comments of educators and policymakers across the country during a public comment period, these standards emerge as a living testament to what accomplished health education teachers should know and be able to do. *Health Education Standards* represents the best thinking by teachers and for teachers about advanced teaching practice in the field.

The National Board is deeply grateful to all those who contributed their time, wisdom, and professional vision to *Health Education Standards*. Any thank you must begin with the Health Education Standards Committee, an energetic and committed group of educators convened by NBPTS who led the effort to articulate and develop standards for this field. In the course of constructing the standards, the committee exhibited the creativity, collegiality, and dedication to student learning that are the hallmarks of accomplished health education teachers. The uniqueness of the health education field was evident in the contributions of these extraordinary health educators. Special thanks go to Chair Ric Loya, whose leadership and passionate commitment to the field guided the committee to consensus on key issues. Kathy Wilbur brought a deep and current knowledge of health education and attention to detail to her position as vice chair. This substantial endeavor was further supported by Alan Cohen, who proved to be an able and talented facilitator.

The work of the Health Education Standards Committee was guided by numerous individuals; among them, the members of two working groups of the NBPTS Board of Directors, the Standards and Professional Development Working Group and the National Board Certification Working Group. These working groups reviewed the standards document at various points in its development, made suggestions about how the standards could be strengthened, and recommended to the full board of directors the adoption of the standards. Representing the NBPTS Board of Directors as a liaison to the Health Education Standards Committee was Cheryl Miller Page, a health education teacher whose knowledge and enthusiasm made her a valuable advisor and friend to the standards committee and staff. She contributed significantly to the work of the committee and was helpful in representing its views at NBPTS board meetings.

Individuals not directly associated with NBPTS also made substantial contributions to the development of *Health Education Standards*. Health education teachers and other scholars, state and local officials, and representatives of disciplinary organizations reviewed a draft of the standards document when it was disseminated nationwide during a public comment period.

Many staff members and consultants to NBPTS deserve thanks for helping to make the publication of *Health Education Standards* possible. Chuck Cascio, former Vice President for Certification Standards and Teacher Development, initiated the standards development process. Michael Knab, Manager for Certification Standards, and Teacher-in-Residence Mary Lease, NBCT, worked directly with the standards
committee, making suggestions, supervising the writing of the standards, and guiding the development process. Writing credits go to Kent Harris, consultant to NBPTS, who turned the ideas from the committee’s rich conversations into clear and cogent prose. Thanks go to Consultant Angela Duperrouzel, who coordinated the standards committee meetings; Teacher-in-Residence Maria Telesca, NBCT, who assisted in the editorial process; and Administrative Assistant Glowena Harrison, who ably supported the work of the standards committee in ways too numerous to mention.

In presenting these standards for accomplished health educators, NBPTS recognizes that this publication would not have evolved without the considerable contributions of numerous individuals and institutions. On behalf of NBPTS, I extend my thanks to all of them.

Katherine S. Woodward
Director, Certification Standards
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